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188 E 93rd Street #
New York, NY 10128

S.C.O.R.E. BUREAU
DHCR
Office of Rent Administration
Gertz Plaza
92-31 Union Hall Street
Jamaica, NY 11433

18 December 2008
Re: Docket #WK-410016-B

Administrator:

We received form RN-50, dated 11/28/08, requesting that we submit a separate heat

complaint (form HH-1) with a report from HPD showing a finding of lack of heat.

The matter at hand is the elimination of radiators in the lobbies of 1656 and 1658 Third

Avenue (apartments A-D and M-P at 188 E 93rd Street). These lobby and stairwell heat

sources were removed, after over forty years, by reduction of the lobby areas and

construction of fire-rated doorways.

HPD will not issue a report showing a finding of lack of heat when there is no regulation being

violated.  Therefore, we respectfully suggest that DHCR is the appropriate agency to conduct

the inspection.

Silman Realty Company’s PAR (Docket #CI-630190-RO) establishes that it is appropriate for

DHCR to conduct such an inspection. Tenants in that case had complained, “radiators have

been removed from the halls,” while the owner claimed “radiators in the halls are not

necessary because there are risers which serve the same purpose.”  DHCR conducted

physical inspections to determine whether or not the radiators had been removed and

whether the halls were heated by other means.

Because there is no standard by which to determine the adequacy of heat in the present

case, DHCR needs only to determine if heat is being provided by some other source in the

lobbies of 1656 and 1658 Third Avenue.
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We ask DHCR to recognize that the restaurant’s kitchen is not a legal heat source.  The

restaurant’s kitchen is located in what was previously apartment #M, adjacent to the lobby of

1658 Third Avenue, and the space was not properly insulated or fire-proofed when it was

converted from a residential apartment to a commercial restaurant kitchen.

The restaurant is under new ownership, and tenants are working with the new owners to

address the many hazardous conditions in the restaurant space.  We are hoping the various

problems, including lack of insulation of the restaurant’s kitchen, will soon be corrected.

When proper insulation and fireproofing are installed, there will be no heat source for the

lobbies.

Please find new exhibits enclosed to illustrate our concerns regarding lobby heat.

In February 2006, almost a year after the landlord eliminated secondary egress for 1656 and

1658 Third Avenue, a joint inspection of the premises by HPD, DOB, and FDNY resulted in

the installation of round-the-clock fire watch guards while the owner constructed a new fire

escape.  We mention this event both because it occurred before the restaurant opened, and

because the fire watch guards were required to sit in the buildings’ lobbies in the dead of

winter.

Exhibit 17a shows the fire watch guard’s station in the lobby of 1656 Third Avenue, with a

space heater labeled “Bay Ridge Security.”  Exhibit 17b shows a fire watch guard in the

lobby of 1658 Third Avenue dressed in a winter coat and cap; this guard also had a space

heater, though it is not shown in the photo.  We submit these photos to show that it was

extremely cold in the lobbies before the restaurant opened.

In December 2006, the restaurant, Ecco-La, opened.  Apartment #1N, located directly above

the restaurant’s new kitchen (in what had previously been apartment #M), had had recurring

problems with lack of heat, and the tenant had even testified to the inadequate heat

conditions in an HPD-initiated Housing Court case the previous spring.  On the day the

restaurant opened, the temperature in apartment #1N rose to a sweltering 90 degrees

Fahrenheit and stayed there.  The tenant was forced to run an air conditioner all winter.
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Exhibit 17c shows construction plans indicating the location of the restaurant’s kitchen and

16-burner stove in what was previously residential apartment #M. The restaurant’s kitchen is

immediately adjacent to the lobby of 1658 Third Avenue.

For reference, we are re-submitting Exhibit 8b (submitted with our original complaint) to show

the original location of apartment #M’s door; in the photo, tiles are missing along the wall

where the door has been removed.  Exhibit 17d shows the same location before it was

painted.

Exhibit 17e shows what apartment #M looked like before it was converted into the

restaurant’s kitchen.

Exhibit 17f shows one of apartment #M’s windows overlooking the (now eliminated)

courtyard.

The plans in Exhibit 17c show the original locations of apartment #M’s door and windows.

The original apartment windows opened into what is now the building’s “tunnel hallway.”

Contrary to building codes, the building owner did not firestop these windows when

eliminating them. The owner simply masked the window openings with drywall.  Rectangles

were cut out of the drywall, and the ventilation and intake ducts for the restaurant’s kitchen

were passed through these openings.

Exhibit 17g is a photo taken with the camera inside the opening in the drywall and pointing

down to show the back of the kitchen wall, portions of the original (flammable) wooden

window frame sealed inside, and insulation wadded up at the bottom of the newly-created

shaft.

Exhibit 17h shows the same opening, looking up, with the original (flammable) wooden

window frames secreted inside and the drywall applied directly to what was previously the

exterior brick.

Exhibit 17i shows the restaurant’s kitchen exhaust duct installed through the same opening.

Exhibit 17j shows that drywall was screwed directly to the duct, with screws piercing the

duct, and plastered with no insulation provided for the duct.  (The grey area is primer.)
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Exhibit 17k shows a hole in the wall between the former apartment #M and the lobby of 1658

Third Avenue, with light shining through.  This hole was created by accident while apartment

#M was being gutted in February 2005, and it shows how thin the partition was between the

apartment and the lobby. Building codes require this wall to be fireproofed and no such

fireproofing was done.

All of this is to say that, if the lobby is warm, it’s due to the hazardous and inadequately

insulated or fireproofed commercial kitchen.

Lastly, we would like to submit Exhibit 18, which is a photograph of the radiator that

previously existed in the lobby of 1656 Third Avenue.   This radiator was removed when the

owner reduced the area of the lobby.

Thank you for your time and thoughtful consideration of our complaint.

Sincerely,

Tenant Association Secretary

Exhibits enclosed

CC     [TENANTS]
Shalom Tenants Alliance
Jon Wallach, DHCR



Exhibit 17a: Space Heater, 1656 Third Avenue Lobby Fire Watch Guard Station (3/2/06)



Exhibit 17b: 1658 Third Avenue Lobby Fire Watch Guard (3/2/06)



Exhibit 17c: Construction Plans Showing Restaurant Kitchen

Also shown: unenclosed stairs - see Exhibit 16d



Exhibit 8b: 1658 Third Avenue Courtyard Entrance, Interior (2005)

Note: this photo 
shows workers in the 
courtyard demolishing 
the garden enclosure.  
A plywood fence has 
been installed around 
the demolition area.



Exhibit 17d: Eliminated Apartment #M Door Before Painting (4/20/05)



Exhibit 17e: Apartment #M Prior to Conversion to Restaurant Kitchen (11/23/04)



Exhibit 17f: Window of Apartment #M



Exhibit 17g:  View Inside Masked Window of Ex-Apartment #M (3/28/06)



Exhibit 17h: Opening Through Masked Ex-Apartment #M Window, Where Restaurant 
Kitchen Exhaust Vent Was Installed (3/28/06)



Exhibit 17i: Kitchen Exhaust Duct Installed Through Apt #M Window (4/3/08)



Exhibit 17j: Drywall and Plaster Attached Directly to Exhaust Duct (with screws piercing 
duct), Without Insulation (9/3/06)



Exhibit 17k: Hole in Wall separating Apt #M from Lobby - Showing Thinness of Walls (2/24/05)



Exhibit 18: Lobby Radiator - 1656 Third Avenue (6/24/04)
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